In Thermostable Enzyme Research

The Commitment to Discovery

Stratagene is committed to thermostable enzyme research. We literally go to the ends of the earth looking for novel microorganisms which may contain useful thermostable enzymes. Our goal is to make recombinant DNA methodologies more efficient and less time-consuming by exploiting these newly discovered enzymes that excel at elevated temperatures.

The Results of Our Search

Stratagene's search has been quite fruitful. We have broken new ground with thermostable enzymes isolated from the hyperthermophilic marine archaeon, Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu)1. This extremely thermostable microorganism grows optimally at 100°C and as may be expected, possesses a host of exceptionally thermostable enzymes.

Scientists at Stratagene have recently cloned Pfu DNA ligase*2,3, which remains active following one hour incubation at 95°C and functions superbly in the ligase chain reaction (LCR)4,5. Cloned Pfu DNA polymerase* exhibits 12-fold higher fidelity than Taq polymerase6,7. The exonuclease-deficient mutant of Pfu DNA polymerase can be used to directly sequence PCR** products with 35S-dATP8.

This is just the beginning of Stratagene's commitment to explore therophilic enzymes and their applications. Just the beginning of the already unmatched line of Stratagene enzymes that can take the heat.

Products

Cloned Pfu DNA ligase
Extremely thermostable. Exhibits higher specificity with substantially less blunt-ended activity than Tth DNA ligase, making it ideal for use in LCR. Cat# 600191

Cloned Tth DNA ligase
Until now, the only commercially available thermostable DNA ligase. The original LCR technique employs this enzyme. Cat# 600193

LCR Kit
Includes Pfu DNA ligase, reaction buffer, positive and negative control oligonucleotides, control plasmid template and a detailed LCR protocol complete with experimental design and troubleshooting section. Cat# 200520

Cloned Pfu DNA polymerase
Extremely thermostable. Exhibits 3' to 5' exonuclease-dependent proofreading activity and the highest fidelity of any thermostable DNA polymerase. Cat#s 600153, 600154, 600159

Native Pfu DNA polymerase
The original high-fidelity Pfu polymerase isolated from the hyperthermophilic archaebacterium, Pyrococcus furiosus. Cat#s 600135, 600136

Exo-minus Pfu DNA polymerase
The genetically engineered mutant of Pfu polymerase possesses no detectable exonuclease activity. Ideal for cycle sequencing PCR products with 35S nucleotide analogs and for other high-temperature primer extension reactions that do not require high-fidelity DNA synthesis. Cat# 600163

Cyclist™ Exo-minus Pfu DNA sequencing kit
Contains all the reagents required for cycle sequencing with Exo-minus Pfu. Designed for direct sequencing of PCR products or purified plasmid templates, labeled with 35S-dATP. Cat# 200326

Native Tag DNA polymerase
Traditionally used for high-temperature primer extension reactions. Stratagene's Tag DNA polymerase is purified using a proprietary technique that makes the enzyme extremely thermostable. Cat#s 600131, 600132

Cyclist™ Tag DNA sequencing kit
Contains all the reagents required for cycle sequencing with Tag polymerase. Designed for direct sequencing of PCR products, plasmids from colonies or phage from plaques, using 32P- or 33P-dATP. Cat# 200325
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* Patents Pending
** The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) process is covered by U.S. patents owned by Hoffmann-La Roche. Use of the PCR process requires a license.
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Electrochemiluminescence. Shed New Light On Quantitative PCR.

Electrochemiluminescence. The technological breakthrough for quantitative PCR. Giving you the sensitivity and specificity you need to detect and measure PCR products at the attomole level with flexibility and speed for your applications. All with the convenience and safety of nonisotopic detection.

With the new QPCR™ System 5000, Perkin-Elmer integrates the inherent analytical capabilities of electrochemiluminescence with the power of automation in a complete system for the rapid quantitation of PCR products. The QPCR System 5000 also comes with the expertise and support behind Perkin-Elmer's PCR Performance Guarantee.

For more information on the QPCR System 5000 for the rapid quantitation of PCR products, contact your Perkin-Elmer sales representative or call 1-800-762-4000. To order, call 1-800-762-4002. Outside the U.S., contact your Perkin-Elmer sales representative.

Perkin-Elmer PCR reagents are developed and manufactured by Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg, New Jersey, U.S.A.
Confocal immunofluorescent detection of wingless protein (green), engrailed protein (blue), and enhancer trap 5953 (red) in a reiterated segment of embryonic Drosophila neuroectoderm (ventral midline, center; anterior, top). The wingless protein nonautonomously activates 5953 expression, maintains expression of the engrailed protein, and controls the formation and specification of central nervous system precursors. See page 1594. [Photo: Chris Q. Doe]
A SOLID REPUTATION FOR LIQUID HANDLING.

Pipettes and dispensers for volumes from 0.5 µL to 100 mL. All from Brinkmann.
Brinkmann features a comprehensive array of high quality liquid handling products, perfect for the volume of liquids you handle—including many from Eppendorf®, now ISO 9001-certified.

- Pipettes that meet a wide range of needs include adjustable-volume (air and positive displacement), fixed-volume, multichannel, and repetitive models.
- Bottletop dispensers that are easily operated, durable, and safely dispense reagents ranging from aggressive acids to strong alkalis, culture media to saline.
- Pipette tips and microcentrifuge tubes including Eppendorf Biopur™ disposables which are certified pyrogen-free, RNase-free, DNA-free, ATP-free and sterile.

New Brinkmann Liquid Handling Catalog
The new Brinkmann catalog is full of liquid handling products, microcentrifuges, and sample preparation products to meet routine and special needs. All of the products above are described in detail. To get your free catalog, call 800-645-3050.

See us at NIH, Booth No.'s 411, 412 & 413
For information circle reader service number 48
For a demonstration circle reader service number 49
The Next Step in Filmless Autoradiography.

A Smaller PhosphorImager™

For Smaller Budgets.

Now get all the advantages of Molecular Dynamics’ proven storage phosphor technology for less than ever before.

The PhosphorImager SF™ is a smaller-format version of the PhosphorImager 425. It's perfect for autoradiography and analysis of samples up to 20 cm x 25 cm, such as Southern and northern blots, immunoblots, protein or nucleic acid gels, and TLC plates.

But there's nothing small about its performance. Like the large-format PhosphorImager 425, the PhosphorImager SF reduces exposure times by a factor of 10-100. Its large dynamic range allows you to image both weak and strong signals with a single exposure.

The PhosphorImager SF is also economical and easy to use. You don't need -70° freezers, darkrooms, or film processing chemicals. Plus, storage phosphor screens can be erased and re-used indefinitely.

For analysis, the compact PhosphorImager SF includes Molecular Dynamics’ powerful ImageQuant™ software.

High-density gene mapping hybridizations such as this 4 x 4 x 12 array can be imaged on the PhosphorImager SF. Courtesy of Dr. C. Lerman, Human Genome Center.

ImageQuant allows you to quantify images directly — and without scintillation counting. Files are formatted for easy transfer to your favorite PC and Macintosh programs. Built-in Ethernet capability lets you send data and images to other computers.

So, if you've been waiting for a PhosphorImager that fits your budget, size up the PhosphorImager SF. Call today for a free copy of our new PhosphorImager brochure.

...In the U.S., call 1-800-788-0634.
In Europe, call +44 732 62565.
In Australia, call (03)810-9572.

Molecular Dynamics, 880 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Ph: 408-773-1222 Fax: 408-773-8343

©1993, Molecular Dynamics. All company and/or product names are trademarks of their respective companies.
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EDITORIAL

A Multipurpose National Laboratory

At a time of turbulence in science policy, it may be useful to consider the activities of some of the major federal organizations conducting research and development (R&D). One of these is the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Many of its programs relate to the development of technologies for efficient production and use of energy. Other projects relate to global competitiveness, climate change, and environmental cleanup.* The ORNL is oriented toward applications. Often projects are carried out by multidisciplinary teams. Basic research is conducted, much of it motivated by efforts to reach practical goals.

The total budget of the ORNL is about $500 million. Funds to support the laboratory come mainly from various divisions of the Department of Energy (DOE). Other federal agencies contribute, especially the Department of Defense. There is a growing involvement by industry. Some individual investigators obtain funds from wherever they can be obtained, including the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health.

Employees of the ORNL number about 5000, of whom 30% have technical degrees, including 900 with the Ph.D. The laboratory is host each year to 30,000 visitors, 4400 of whom spend 2 weeks or more there. These guest scientists and engineers, one-third from industry, constitute a reinforcement of staff by a total of 1500 full-time equivalents and are key elements in technology transfer.

At the ORNL are 10 major user facilities that include a High Temperature Materials Laboratory, a Surface Modification and Characterization Collaborative Research Center, and a Bioprocessing Research Facility. Access to the facilities is possible for qualified investigators from universities, industry, and other laboratories. Permission is granted on the basis of scientific merit, technical feasibility, and the compatibility of the proposed research with the facility’s equipment. Most of the research results are published in the open literature. However, proprietary research can be conducted, and the ORNL now participates in more than 50 cooperative R&D agreements, or CRADAs, which allow industry to work closely with ORNL experts and equipment. Major companies are involved.

The visitors come to obtain knowledge. They are also attracted to the special facilities. For example, research on and development of high-temperature materials have been notably successful, leading to discovery of useful aluminides and tough ceramics. These have good potential for improving the efficiencies of heat engines. Equipment for research is much superior in quantity and quality to that of most universities and companies.

Another example of resources of the ORNL is competence in creating specialized equipment. Capabilities in computation, engineering design, machining, and electronics have enabled it to produce complicated robotic devices. This capability was attractive to the Department of the Army. The ORNL produced for it prototypes of a robotic munitions transferring machine and a robot for detection and disposal of land mines. Robots for discovery and cleanup of hazardous wastes have also been produced.

Diverse R&D projects number in the hundreds. They include high-efficiency heat pumps; insulation research; renewable energy from improved yields of biomass; bioprocessing of waste paper; changing the properties of surfaces by ion bombardment; crystallography using slow neutron beams; portable, highly sensitive analytical devices for contaminant volatile organic chemicals; bioremediation in the rhizosphere; cryopreservation of Drosophila embryos; and mutations in mice induced by radiation and chemicals.

The Oak Ridge reservation on which the ORNL is located was the site of intense uranium-related activities during and after World War II. Production has stopped, but contamination associated with it remains. Cleanup efforts are being conducted at annual costs in the many hundreds of millions of dollars. The ORNL is participating in monitoring and furnishing new technology for the effort.

At the ORNL one encounters a can-do spirit—confidence in ability to make important contributions to the future of this country. There is an undercurrent of apprehension regarding the future of the laboratory. However, one source of optimism is the belief that Secretary O’Leary will foster use of DOE facilities to aid our nation’s economic competitiveness.

Philip H. Abelson

*Detailed information about ORNL can be obtained from Dr. Alvin Trivelpiece, Director, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Telephone: 615-576-2900.
To Dispose Or Not To Dispose... That is the Question.

Now there is an easy answer to this sample preparation dilemma: Packard's New MultiPROBE™.

Carry-Over Elimination... Your Way.
Packard’s MultiPROBE offers you a choice: washable Teflon®-coated sampling probes or low cost disposable tips. The MultiPROBE can be configured with conductive liquid level sensing tips or standard tips. Carry-over requirements change? Only a MultiPROBE can be upgraded to meet your changing needs.

High Throughput Liquid Handling.
Automatic variable spacing between multiple sampling tips guarantees high throughput and flexibility for different methodologies regardless of the combination of test tubes, microplates or vials used.

Easy-To-Use.
A graphical user interface with pull-down menus provides versatile, uncomplicated programming for all of today’s clinical and life science applications.

On-Site Support.
Add the reputation of Packard’s worldwide service and support network and the choice for automating your liquid handling procedures becomes obvious:

The Packard MultiPROBE Family of Automated Liquid Handling Systems... Choices Without Compromise.
B Factory Proposals

I write in response to the article by Faye Flam, "Cornell leads battle of the B factories" (News, 27 Aug., p. 1111).

There are five principal concerns about the proposal by Cornell University. First, synchrotron radiation heating of the vacuum chamber is far beyond anything that has been allowed before in any storage ring anywhere in the world. Second, the superconducting cavities proposed by Cornell are specified to operate at twice the accelerating gradient of any superconducting cavity that has ever been used in an accelerator. Third, the so-called “crab-crossing” technique, which was proposed by Brookhaven and the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC) physicists for use in future linear colliders, has never been tried. Fourth, the manpower resources of Cornell are marginal for the task. Fifth, there is concern about the schedule.

Cornell has estimated that it can construct a B factory for significantly less than can SLAC. However, this estimate may not accurately reflect the true costs associated with the program. In comparing costs, government officials should take into account the total cost of each proposal, including the commissioning and ongoing operational costs associated with bringing the machine up to the performance standards necessary to conduct the scientific work for which it is designed. In determining the site for the B factory, officials should also take into account the long-term interests of the U.S. high energy program. SLAC represents a billion-dollar federal investment that plays, and can continue to play, a central role in development of high energy accelerators. It seems to me unwise to create a new national lab, financed by the Department of Energy, that would require duplicating facilities already in place at SLAC, while simultaneously phasing down the nation’s premiere electron physics lab.

Finally, I disagree with the remark that SLAC “has been teetering near extinction since its last big project, the Stanford Linear Collider, proved a disappointment. . . .” The linear collider has surpassed all the performance goals set for it by this year; the data taken up to now on the linear collider will produce, among other things, a measurement of the Weinberg angle that can be surpassed only by combining 24 separate measurements from CERN; the fixed-target program in 2 months of operation has produced the best measurement of the neutron spin-structure function that exists in the world; and recent proposals for use of our facilities were sufficient in number to commit all of our available running time through 1999, if I had allowed the program committee to commit us so far in advance. This is hardly a program “teetering near extinction.”

Burton Richter
Director,
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Stanford, CA 94309

Biology at Caltech


In [the] context of the industrialization and eugenic “cleaning” of the western seaboard Caltech [the California Institute of Technology] became the spearhead of the movement in the West for progress by technology and science.

How fashionable. How politically correct. And what a skewed view of the locus of some of the major scientific advances of our century. Kay’s book is a distortion, and Olby’s review an echo thereof. According to Olby, Kay comes to the conclusion that the existence of these long-term goals [to further the “fundamental aim of social control”] in the Rockefeller Foundation’s program did not amount to a Machiavellian subversion and co-optation of academia. Rather, cultural hegemony was achieved “through the explicit and tacit constitutive processes of consensus formation.”

That is, co-optation was not necessary. They all shared the same goals. How neat.

The essential fallacy of the book and the review is purporting to divine what was in the minds and psyches of Caltech scientists and what motivations underlay their research and guided their choices at three to six decades’ remove. This is social pseudoscience.

To illuminate this fallacy, let us apply the same technique to the minds of Kay and Olby in 1993. What motivates their choice of subject matter and perspective? Might we suppose that these authors live in a dark fear that the social and cultural processes they study minutely are in fact but marginal factors in the human drama—that the (so far) hidden internal processes, the (dare we say it?) genetic factors innate within each human being are much more determinative of their
intelligence, personality, even character than the external circumstances which are social psychology's raison d'être?

Their apprehension is perhaps akin to that of the astronomers who are now startled by the concept that the universe they study may be but a quite minor part of an unobserved whole.

It has long been clear that obvious human physical characteristics such as height or eye color are genetically determined. But as long as the evidence for the genetic basis of the more subtle and distinctive human traits has been limited to nebulous correlations and twin studies, it has never been definitive and convincing. But now with the spectacular progress in our understanding of genetic processes and, in particular, with the promise inherent in the Human Genome Project, of eventual possible elucidation of direct causal linkages between genetic variations and behavioral traits, the antireductionists foresee their universe fading in significance.

How better to slow down or even halt this development of biological understanding than to impugn the motives of those whose research launched the "molecular vision of life" and thus revive the fear of genetic control, of "Brave New World" scenarios?

Could this be? No, we don't really believe these are the motivations of Kay and Olby. But by the same token we do not accept their presumption to divine the motives of the great biologists and chemists of Caltech who, in their elegant pursuit of basic scientific knowledge, established the framework for the extraordinary developments in biology today.

 Might we consider the concept that the officers of the Rockefeller Foundation could have favored the Caltech scientists simply because their proposals were the more insightful and ingenious, their approach the more solid, their vision of biology the more far-reaching? And how right they were! A banal explanation to be sure. But it is nice to know that sometimes philanthropy and insight succeed.

Robert L. Sinsheimer
Department of Biological Sciences,
University of California,
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Norman H. Horowitz
Division of Biology,
California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA 91125

Response: Sinsheimer and Horowitz describe my review as an "echo" of Kay's distorted view of "some of the major advances of our century." I do not accept that such is the case. The chief aim of my review was to express clearly and succinctly the thesis developed in the book, which I consider sufficiently important to deserve being widely read and discussed. Its deficiencies, which I alluded to, concerned Kay's comparative institutional analysis and the absence of any discussion of the relevance of her interpretation to the international dimensions of molecular biology. The history, in its global extent, shows the important role that social and economic relevance has played in the development of molecular biology, from polymer science and plant virology to chronic lobar pneumonia and blood chemistry. That some of this research has been supported on the grounds of its promise to aid us to "control" or deal with human problems is no surprise. How close such aims lay to "eugenics" in the popular meaning of that term is more difficult to determine.

There are grounds for querying Kay's statements about the continuity of the eugenic goals of the Caltech program, but I believe these stem more from her use of words like "intervene," "social control," and of course "eugenics" in different contexts and with different shades of meaning. There is a world of difference between the old eugenics and "reform eugenics." Nevertheless, I accept her conclusion that the Rockefeller Foundation asked for projects that had relevance to social needs and that it was not prepared to go on supporting science simply for its own sake. The Foundation officers accepted this remit, and scientists were aware of it. I see nothing morally reprehensible in this (1).

Sinsheimer and Horowitz stress the power of the new molecular genetics to conquer aspects of human nature hitherto the preserve of the "antireductionists." Leaving aside their simplistic representation of genetic and environmental determinism, and granted this newfound power, I doubt that within the scientific community, geneticists included, there is a consensus as to what effect molecular genetics will have on our understanding of the determination of human personality traits. However, we may hope that the quality of research on human behavioral genetics will improve (2).

Robert Olby
Department of Philosophy,
University of Leeds,
Leeds LS2 9JT, United Kingdom
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VIBRATOME® gives you fresh tissue sectioning without freezing or embedding. Simple, precise adjustments cut fresh or fixed tissue evenly from 20 microns up.

Now that's beautiful.
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Function is beauty.
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Genetic Variation in Africa

The demic expansion models outlined by Luigi L. Cavalli-Sforza et al. (Articles, 29 Jan., p. 639) provide a welcome empirical expansion of our understanding of the forms of genic exchange that linked human populations in the past. We originally used theoretical models of genic exchange, balanced against local selection and drift, as the basis for understanding the processes unifying Homo populations over long periods (1), and those of Cavalli-Sforza et al. confirm and extend such concepts. Genic exchange is fundamental to the multiregional evolution hypothesis, and we are not aware of any living workers who see the "parallel" emergence of modern forms that Cavalli-Sforza et al. describe. Far from parallelism, we see human evolution happening everywhere because every area has always been part of the whole.

Cavalli-Sforza et al. assert, however, as have others, that there is greater genetic diversity in Africa, both nuclear and mitochondrial, which they see as evidence for recent modern human origins on that continent. Such assertions may be misleading, as it is our expectation that Africa should have greater genetic diversity, whatever the source of human modernity. We see five reasons for this.

1) Size. Africa is huge, 35 times the size of New Guinea, where it is argued that a third of all human mitochondrial DNA variability is to be found.

2) Environmental diversity. Africa is the only Old World landmass that straddles the Equator, producing two dynamic latitudinal environmental clines. Cavalli-Sforza et al. compare its genetic variation with that of New Guinea without compensating for the fact that Africa spans more than seven times that island's single latitudinal range. Moreover, Africa encompasses an exceptional variety of environments and geographic barriers conducive to genetic drift and relative isolation. Thus its potential for both adaptive and nonadaptive genetic variation is enormous.

3) Time depth. In both currently competing views of our origins, Africa has been occupied longer than any other region. Other things being equal it should have developed greater diversity in its nuclear and mitochondrial genomes.

4) Central place. For much of the Pleistocene, phenotypic skeletal variability in polypopulc Homo was greater at its African center of origin (1, 3). This corresponds to the expectations of central and peripheral population concepts, and we assume the phenotypic variation observed in fossil samples reflects these geographic patterns of genetic variation.
Advantages:
• inducible expression of BRP
• adjustable permeabilization of the E. coli membranes
• controlled protein secretion
• protein release into the cell culture medium from intact cells
• complete system with description and protocols.

The BRP vectors harbor the gene coding for the Bacterial Release Protein (BRP) which makes the inner and outer membrane of E. coli permeable. BRP induction with either IPTG (pLL3) or mitomycin C (pSW1) results in the release of cellular proteins into the cell culture medium.
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Response: Thorne et al. discuss genetic diversity in Africa and the reasons for it, a subject we only touched upon in our article. We do expect greater diversity in Africa than in the rest of the world because this continent has been occupied by modern humans and their immediate ancestors for a longer time. Thorne et al. give time depth of human occupation as the third of five reasons for this expectation, but give four other reasons, of which the first (size), second (environmental diversity), and fifth (genetic exchange) are unconvincing: Asia tends to come before, or to be comparable with, Africa for these three reasons; comparison with New Guinea is not taken from our article. Reason four (central place) is really another facet of reason three (time depth). The real issue, however, is the relevance of our observations to the multiregional evolution hypothesis, which these authors espouse.

This hypothesis was inspired by claims of regional continuity of cranial morphology, which are, however, far from being accepted unanimously by paleoanthropologists. Several articles in (1) have reexamined them independently, and there is a roughly one-to-one split among “pro” and “con” discussants. A recent, thorough reanalysis (2) uses a new morphological approach, reaching conclusions that disagree with the multiregional hypothesis.

What is the relevance of our observations to this hypothesis? Can one, should one, integrate it with that of demic expansions? This would involve Homo sapiens sapiens expanding from Africa and admixing with descendants of H. erectus or archaic H. sapiens in other parts of the world. The gene frequency data we have presented do not indicate a need to postulate such admixtures; but at the same time, they do not exclude them, as we mentioned in our article and explain in more detail (3). Because of the absence of recombination, mitochondrial DNA data are more informative on this issue and have so far not given evidence in favor of the participation of older local inhabitants in the European, East-Asian, or Oceanian gene pools. One cannot, however, say that this did not happen infrequently (4).

L. L. Cavalli-Sforza
Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA 94305–5120
Paolo Menozzi
Instituto di Ecologia, University of Parma, 43100 Parma, Italy
Alberto Piazza
Dipartimento di Genetica, Biologia, e Chimica Medici, Universita di Torino, 10126 Torino, Italy

Corrections and Clarifications
Reference 4 in the article “Demic expansions and human evolution” by L. L. Cavalli-Sforza et al. (29 Jan., p. 639) was incorrect. It should have read as follows: “F. Weidenreich, Evolution 1, 221 (1947); C. Coon, The Living Races of Man (Knopf, New York, 1965); M. H. Wolpoff, in (2), pp. 62–108.”
There Are Places You Expect To Find Water Hazards. Your Lab Shouldn't Be One Of Them.

Water hazards on a golf course can cost you a couple of strokes. In a lab, however, water hazards in the form of ions, pyrogens and organics can cost you months of research work.

That's why it's critical for you to have a water purification system that removes contamination instead of one that contributes to it. If you don't, you could end up like one of these facilities:

1. A lab doing protein purification with HPLC found that endotoxins in its water system contaminated proteins.
2. Organics in another facility's water system kept mammalian cells from growing in defined medium.
3. A semiconductor plant testing for copper had its chromatographic results ruined by contamination in their water system.
4. In yet another lab, phosphates being used to clean the water system got into the water used for polyacrylamide gels, rendering them useless.

In each of these cases, when the lab switched to a Milli-Q® Plus Water Purification System, all their problems disappeared.

That's because the Milli-Q Plus system delivers the highest quality water available: 1.5 liters per minute at 18 megohm and <10ppb TOC (with RO pretreatment).

To ensure you're always getting high quality water, the system tells you when the filter module needs changing.

And unlike other systems, changing our module is easy. Instead of separate bowls, our QPAK™ purification module has an all-in-one design that takes hardly any time to change out and prevents you from ever having to come in contact with wetted surfaces.

Also, because we don't use separate bowls, the system has virtually no hold-up volume. This results in faster flush-ups, along with reduced extractables and bacterial growth.

To further prevent water degradation, the system even recirculates water automatically every hour for approximately five minutes.

So beware of less expensive water purification systems that claim to do as good a job as the Milli-Q Plus system: They may prove hazardous to your work.

For additional information about the Milli-Q Plus system, including a brochure, technical bulletins and data sheet, call 1-800-225-1380.
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The system: Superior performance fluorescence microscopy

The objective: Nikon CFN Plan Apochromat 60X 1.4 N.A.

Exceptional throughput, resolution and sensitivity clearly demonstrate Nikon's superiority in fluorescence microscopy. Investigate over an extended spectrum with diffraction limited microscopy, employing very low fluorochrome doses.

High UV transmission and large numerical apertures are the rule throughout the wide range of Nikon CF® fluoros and CFN plan apochromats. The 60X CFN plan apo, for instance, provides the brightest, highest resolution images possible over the broadest spectrum.

Call today to schedule a demonstration: 1-800-52-NIKON, ext. 133.
OligoPilot™ Large Scale Oligo Synthesizer is designed for synthesis from 10 µM to 400 µM (up to 800 µM capacity with high load support).

OligoPilot™ utilizes an innovative pump driven flow-through column design and a new polymer support matrix, Primer Support. The flow-through design gives you the following benefits:

- Significant reductions in amidite usage, 1.5 molar equivalents
- Fast detritylation, 2 min. at 200 µM scale
- Short cycle times, 7 hours at 200 µM for a 20-mer
- Reduced waste volume, 415 ml at 200 µM scale
- Average yield per cycle of over 99%
- 12 amidite ports for DNA, RNA or modified amidites

The pump driven flow-through design ensures the active phosphoramidite concentrations remain high even at small molar excesses. This design also makes the most efficient use of other reagents and allows for rapid reagent change at up to 75 ml per minute.

Primer Support contributes to the overall performance due to its hydrophobic nature. Its hydrophobicity ensures that any water introduced with the oxidation step does not remain in the system, reducing coupling efficiency in later steps. The lack of labile sites also minimizes spontaneous chain elongation off the support which is sited for silica based supports.

OligoPilot is fully programmable via an external computer. In addition, the computer tracks reagent usage and identifies the batch numbers for each reagent used for each oligo synthesis.

The on-line trityl monitor provides continuous display of coupling efficiency of each step. In the event of a poor coupling, the monitor can stop the synthesis before additional reagents are wasted.

Lab scale synthesis users can enjoy similar benefits of Primer Support and the pump driven flow-through design with the Gene Assembler® DNA/RNA Synthesizer.
Funny, It Doesn't look like A Revolution in NUCLEIC ACID QUANTITATION.

Don't be fooled by the modest appearance of the new DNA DipStick™ Kit from Invitrogen. It's nothing short of a revolution in the quantitation of DNA, RNA and oligonucleotides. The DNA DipStick™ is the economical solution for quantifying amplification products, mRNA, total RNA, cDNA or plasmid DNA.

WE'RE SENSITIVE to YOUR NEEDS.

The easy-to-use DNA DipStick™ is so sensitive, it quantitates nucleic acid at concentrations as low as 0.1 ng/μl. That's a big advantage over conventional techniques like ethidium bromide staining or spectrophotometry, which are less sensitive and require substantially more sample.

HOW FAST is FAST?

With the DNA DipStick™ you'll get results in less than 10 minutes. It's as easy as spotting 1 μl of sample on the DipStick and placing it in three solutions. The DNA DipStick™ makes quantification of single- or double-stranded DNA, RNA or oligonucleotides fast, accurate and economical. Plus, it provides a permanent record of results.

JOIN the REVOLUTION. CALL Now.

Customer Service Representatives are standing by! To order the DNA DipStick™ Kit, call and ask for catalog no. K5632-01.

1-800-955-6288 or Fax 1-619-597-6201

Invitrogen

3985 B Sorrento Valley Boulevard, San Diego, California 92121
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Circle the reader service number and we’ll send you details of our new 7000 series and this colorful poster for your laboratory.
PARDON OUR ENTHUSIASM.

It's not every day that something as exciting as Finnigan MAT's new generation of single and triple-stage quadrupole mass spectrometers comes to town. Our SSQ® and TSQ® 7000 family is the greatest show in LC/MS and GC/MS. We proudly present the spectacular power, sensitivity and value to outperform any competing system.

Choose MS or MS/MS, and combine it with our full range of inlet and ionization options, including: electrospray, APCI, PBI, EI/CI and many others.

These systems are, in a word, sensational. Their significantly longer quadrupole mass analyzers raise resolution to new heights, while the new detection system substantially improves sensitivity. Unlimited power and flexibility are yours with our advanced digital signal processing. And new Finnigan MAT software makes these research-grade instruments easier to use and more productive.

The 7000 systems are attractively priced and come with our world-renowned safety net of support and service. Only Finnigan MAT can bring you the experience and unwavering quality that comes from over 25 years of leadership in mass spectrometry.

Find out what the excitement is all about, and receive a free poster, by circling the reader service number below.
In the race to identify genes of interest, you need a reliable way to screen samples rapidly and accurately. The model approach combines PCR-based markers such as microsatellites with Applied Biosystems' four-color fluorescent dye technology. Our easy-to-use Model 373 DNA Analysis System and GENESCANTM 672 fragment analysis software provide accurate, automated sizing of microsatellites, including the widely used two-base repeats.

**In-Lane Controls For Precise Sizing**

Only our proven four-dye, one-lane method gives you the precision necessary to score small differences in PCR fragment sizes. You simply run our prelabeled size control in the same lanes with samples. Our GENESCAN software compares sample bands against this in-lane control to size PCR fragments precisely. This in-lane standard automatically controls for lane-to-lane and gel-to-gel variation.

**High Throughput Accelerates Research**

Our multicolor labeling technology also lets you combine samples to investigate many loci per lane. This unprecedented throughput can dramatically advance your research. According to one researcher, "A single project with at least 500 individuals would take years to analyze by radioactive methods, but with ...the ability to multiplex, we can do the same project in a matter of three to four months."

**Streamlined Data Handling**

When you start generating 10 to 20 times more data per gel, you'll appreciate GENESCAN's unequalled analytical performance and ease of use. This Macintosh-based program automatically collects, reports and analyzes data directly from the Model 373. The digitized information is easily transferred for further analysis.

Our versatile technology also brings unsurpassed precision to fragment quantitation and sequencing. At Applied Biosystems, we're committed to providing fundamental technologies to support a full spectrum of applications for genetic analysis—now and in the future.

To receive literature on the Model 373, GENESCAN, and linkage analysis applications, call Applied Biosystems at: **Australia** (03) 808-7777, Benelux (02) 3465-7486, Canada (800) 668-6913, **France** (1) 49 90 18 00, **Germany** (0) 6150/101-0, **Italy** (02) 8912 6011, **Japan** (03) 3699-0700, UK (0925) 825650, U.S. (800) 345-5224.

---

*Byrn Nuttakonrat, Director, DNA Analysis Facility, Johns Hopkins University. © 1993 Applied Biosystems, Inc. GENESCAN™ is a trademark of Applied Biosystems, Inc. The GeneAmp® PCR Process is covered by U.S. Patent No. 4,683,202, 4,683,195, 4,804,159 and 4,865,188 issued to Hoffman-La Roche Inc. and 4,742,128 owned by Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. Macintosh® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
A truly multipurpose centrifuge, the GS-15 combines the capabilities of a refrigerated microcentrifuge, microplate centrifuge, and general purpose centrifuge. Offering a top speed of 14,000 rpm and centrifugal force of 17,530, the new GS-15 centrifuge dramatically expands the researcher’s range of applications with one compact, versatile unit.

MICROTO MACRO APPLICATIONS

You can rely on the GS-15 for microvolume separations such as pelleting, binding studies, nucleic acid work, immunoassays, protein extractions, and subcellular fractionation. Use the larger volume, multi-adapter swinging bucket rotor and the GS-15 doubles as a general purpose centrifuge. It accommodates virtually every popular tube — microvolume, 50 mL conical, 100 mL tubes, up to 180 mL bottles — expanding the centrifuge capabilities to allow pelleting cells and bacteria, clearing cell lysates and homogenates, preforming gradients, cell separations in gradients, phase separations, binding studies, and filtration.

RUN PLATES, RACKS, AND MICROPLATES

A unique microplate carrier allows the GS-15 to accommodate Deep-Well plates, MiniTube racks, and up to six microplates, making this the perfect centrifuge for pelleting, immunoassays, and DNA sequencing.

The versatility of the GS-15 centrifuge is one more example of how The Beckman Plus dramatically enhances the range of your research applications. For more information about applications of centrifugation or about the GS-15, contact one of our local sales and service offices worldwide. Additionally, VWR Scientific is an authorized distributor in the U.S.
Maximum Security

The World's Only Microprocessor Controlled Cryogenic Storage Unit.

CryoMed, the ultimate name in cryopreservation, combines liquid nitrogen reliability with microcomputer technology in the CryoPlus series. Sample security is maximized with a microcomputer control/alarm that continuously monitors LN, level using pressure differentiation instead of thermocouple sensors. Easily programmed with a touch-pad, the control can be locked, preventing unauthorized entry.

Double fill valves assure positive LN, transfer and virtually eliminate problems associated with single valve systems. Reversible-mount control panel lets unit accommodate any lab setup. Coupled with an inventory racking system, CryoPlus provides convenient, economical and secure cryostorage.

The CryoPlus also features:
- Scale selection - liquid or vapor phase
- 24 LED bar graph which continuously displays high/low level limits, alarm setpoints, actual LN, level and fill indicator
- Continuous monitoring of system functions
- Audible and visual display of system status
- RS232 data port
- Remote alarm monitoring
- Optional digital display of temperature under the lid

Maximum storage capacities based on 2.0ml vials:
CPII/10,000   CPIII/25,000   CPIV/40,300

Compatible with all CryoPlus units, an optional thermal data printer produces a permanent record of operational functions and alarm sequences.

Controlled Rate Freezers
For maximum cell viability, choose CryoMed's programmable and pre-programmed controlled rate freezers, available for use with chambers in three standard sizes.

Direct sales representation in the USA.
International sales and service through authorized distributors in over 70 countries.
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Forma Scientific, Inc.
Box 649, Marietta, OH 45750  1-614-373-4763
Telefax: 1-614-373-6770  Telex: 29-8205
Toll-Free 1-800-848-3080
High performance, easy handling, and versatility in a compact centrifuge. That's the Avanti advantage.

The new Avanti 30 from Beckman is the ultimate centrifuge for samples in the 100 µL to 85 mL range. With a top speed of 30,000 rpm and g-force of over 64,000 × g — the highest performance numbers in its class — the Avanti 30 powers like a floor model. It handles easily through a simple control panel. And a small footprint and quiet induction drive let you park a "personal" Avanti right on the lab bench where you work, not down the hall.

**SHIFT TO A HIGHER GEAR IN CENTRIFUGATION**

The Avanti 30 gives you more versatility than you've ever had in a benchtop centrifuge. A choice of 13 rotors accommodates a wide range of tubes, including conical plastic tubes. The Avanti also performs as a refrigerated microfuge.

**SAFETY FEATURES KEEP YOU BETWEEN THE LINES**

Manufactured in an ISO 9001 environment, the Avanti 30 features a unique, flexible drive shaft that compensates for imbalances. Special diagnostics preclude operation in cases of gross imbalance and alert you of overspeed and overtemperature conditions. The Avanti’s unique Bowl Rotor, tested and approved by Public Health Laboratory, Porton Down, UK, accommodates 72 microfuge tubes of various sizes and contains hazardous aerosols and breakages.

Beckman’s proven record of continual innovation in centrifugation is another way the Beckman Plus helps laboratories perform more efficiently. For more information about the Avanti 30 — our latest offering in high-speed centrifugation — or the Beckman Plus, contact one of our local sales offices worldwide.
Introducing 5'-AMPLIFINDER™ RACE Kit

If you've been at your wit's end trying to obtain complete gene transcripts, the end is near.

With the 5'-AmpliFINDER RACE Kit, PCR amplification of the complete 5' end of cDNA is truly optimized and efficient. There's no "tailing"—so it's easier to work with. And the anchor ligation method utilized is more consistent and predictable than other RACE systems.

Our unique amino modified anchor prevents self-ligation. Positive control RNA and primers give your experiment more reliability. And the overall improved RACE technique lets you get on with your work, greatly reducing the time you need to spend isolating full-length cDNA.

At last, finding the 5' end is easier and more efficient. Put an end to tailing.

Call 1-800-662-CLON or contact your local distributor for more information on our new 5'-AmpliFINDER RACE Kit! (Cat. #K1800-1)

CLONTECH

4010 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, California 94303 USA • Fax: 415/424-1064
Phone: 800/662-2566 • 415/424-8222 © 1993 CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc. AmpliFINDER is a trademark of CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc. The PCR process is covered by patents owned by Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
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PinPoint™ Protein Purification System is based on the interaction of biotin and a novel monomeric avidin SoftLink™ Soft Release Resin. PinPoint Vectors (3 reading frames) contain a sequence that becomes biotinylated during expression in E. coli. The biotinylated fusion partner serves as a tag for purifying and detecting the protein of interest.

- GENTLE - Proteins eluted in non-denaturing conditions. Solubility and activity data available for a variety of proteins.
- EASY TO USE - SoftLink Resin in the system allows batch or column purification. Preparation and regeneration is simple with minimal loss in capacity.
- FLEXIBLE - Detect purified proteins using Streptavidin Alkaline Phosphatase (included); remove the biotinylated tag using Factor Xa or other proteases supplied in the Clip™ System.

*For more information request your copy of Promega Notes 42.

- PinPoint™ Xa Protein Purification System Cat. # V2020
- Clip™ Protein Fusion Cleavage System Cat. # V4180
- Combination PinPoint™ and Clip™ System Cat. # V4201
- SoftLink™ Soft Release Avidin Resin Cat. # V2011, V2012
- Factor Xa Cat. # V5581, V5582
- PinPoint™ Sequencing Primer Cat. # V4211

... only from Promega.
Lacto-N-biosidase acts specifically on oligosaccharides with type 1 chains releasing lacto-N-biose (Galβ1-3GlcNAc) from the nonreducing terminus. It never hydrolyzes oligosaccharides with type 2 chains. Therefore, it allows you to distinguish type 1 chains from type 2 chains in glycoproteins and glycolipids. In addition, you can distinguish Lewis\textsuperscript{a} structures from Lewis\textsuperscript{b} structures more easily and rapidly than ever by using Lacto-N-biosidase and α-1,3/4-Fucosidase (TaKaRa Code No. 4453) together. Consequently, Lacto-N-biosidase helps clarify the structure and function of oligosaccharides in glycoproteins and glycolipids.

Reference
How Much Quality Testing Goes into Your Restriction Endonucleases?

We Test Gibco BRL Restriction Endonucleases with up to 17 Assays.

For superior results, count on Gibco BRL Restriction Endonucleases. Our scientists have developed an unparalleled system of rigorous and complete testing to ensure the production of the highest quality, functionally pure restriction endonucleases. State-of-the-art video imaging instrumentation is utilized for precise quantitative analysis of our stringent quality assays. Up to eight different assays are performed at four separate critical stages of production: during the purification process, on the bulk product in storage buffer, on the diluted product, and on the final product you receive.

Assays include:

- **3 Separate DNA Exonuclease Assays** using three different substrates. This unique assay design uses customized end-labeled substrates to maximize sensitivity and specificity, and to detect all major exonuclease contaminants.

- **3 Separate DNA Endonuclease Assays**: endonuclease assay with linear dsDNA, nicking assay with supercoiled dsDNA, and a special endonuclease assay to detect all major DNA endonuclease contaminants.

- **1 DNA Ligation/Recut Assay**, which is our functional quality control, provides a very sensitive method for detecting exonuclease contamination, as well as phosphatase and endonuclease contamination.

- **1 Unit Assay**, performed at four different stages, to confirm concentration and full activity. Stringent criteria for accurate unit determination includes Adenovirus-2 DNA as a substrate more than twice as often as other manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assay</th>
<th>Purification Process</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
<th>Diluted Product</th>
<th>Valid Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3' dsDNA Exonuclease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' dsDNA Exonuclease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3' ssDNA Exonuclease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Endonuclease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Endonuclease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligation/Recut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Depending on enzyme, most sensitive of the three assays is performed

Quality results demand quality restriction endonucleases. So for reliable, reproducible performance in your lab, count on Gibco BRL Restriction Endonucleases — quality tested to guarantee the highest level of purity. Call now for our new Restriction Endonuclease Brochure.

To order/Tech-Line™: (800) 828-6686

**LIFE TECHNOLOGIES.**
At $2.80 per base, Operon's DNA makes anything possible.

The Applorange

The Zucchana

$2.80 per base DNA from Operon

Announcing Price Reductions From The World's Leading Supplier Of DNA.

Operon's price reductions present a whole new world of possibilities. Our custom DNA is now available for just $2.80 per base with a $20 set-up fee per sequence. So you can afford to do more experiments and get more results.

Operon consistently delivers precisely the product you need. On time. With unsurpassed purity. Backed by an unconditional guarantee. And, as you can see, at an extremely competitive price. We ship our custom-made sequences in two working days, on average. And that includes large orders and orders placed late in the day.

So don't let your budget limit your thinking. Call Operon, the company that makes anything possible. In terms of speed, purity, and savings, there are no bases for comparison.

Call 1-800-688-2248 Today.
who says science has to be serious?

Big Science, by Nick Downes

Now, after years of clipping his work from the pages of Science, you finally have the chance to add the very first Downes cartoon collection to your bookshelf: the perfect reference work on science and technology taken to extremes. Seen individually, Downes’s cartoons project a zany view of life in the laboratory—and beyond. But taken in larger doses—120 at a time, say—the Downes philosophy is revealed as truly subversive. Small wonder that Sidney Harris, dean of science cartoonists, says in his foreword to this collection, “I wish I thought of that.”

122 pages, softcover.
Only $10.95 (AAAS members $8.75)

Order today from: AAAS Books, P.O. Box 753, Department A86, Waldorf, MD 20604
Add $4.00 postage/handling per order, and CA sales tax or Canadian GST if applicable. To order by phone (VISA/MasterCard only) call (301)843-0159 (9am–4pm ET) and ask for AAAS; or fax your order to (301)843-0159.

who says science has to be serious?

Chalk Up Another One: The Best of Sidney Harris, by Sidney Harris

No matter when you made the discovery that Sidney Harris is the Nobel laureate of laughs, you’ll want this new collection. This “best of the best” book spans Harris’ 25-year (so far) career, and features such all-time favorites as the miracle cartoon, peer review, the sperm bank robbery, the periodic table (Greek style), theories and proofs, Bunsen’s burner, and Pavlov’s cat.

146 pages, softcover.
Only $10.95 (AAAS members $8.75)

Order today from: AAAS Books, P.O. Box 753, Department A86, Waldorf, MD 20604
Add $4.00 postage/handling per order, and CA sales tax or Canadian GST if applicable. To order by phone (VISA/MasterCard only) call (301)843-0159 (9am–4pm ET) and ask for AAAS; or fax your order to (301)843-0159.

HIGH IQ
SEQUENCER

The intelligent microtechnology in Knauer protein sequencers enables you to sequence more than 130 amino acids in a single run.

The new Model 910 features mini glass valves, electronic gas supply and the smallest cross-flow reactor (15 μl) with unique predosage system (pat.-pend). And a new syringe pump with continuous flow provides extremely sensitive PTH amino acid detection and the precision needed in micro and capillary LC.

The easy operation of sequencer and HPLC under Windows™ lets you start sequencing your sample in just five minutes leaving you more time for research.

Visit us at the BIOTECHNICA and ILMAC.

OEMs and distributors wanted!

Wissenschaftliche Gerätebau Dr. Ing. Herbert Knauer GmbH
Division Biochemie · Am Schlangengraben 16 · 13397 Berlin · Germany
Telephone +49-(0)30-332 2062 · Telefax +49-(0)30-332 8840
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QUALITY ANTIBODIES
FOR
SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION RESEARCH

Monoclonal antibodies to:
- Map kinases (ERKs), Map ERK kinases (MEKs), and ERK kinase kinase (MEK kinase)
- SH2 containing proteins: GRB2, SHC, P13 kinase, GAP, VAV, NCK, PLCγ, ISGF3, PTP1C, PTP1D
- Receptor tyr. kinases: EGF, insulin, PDGF, FGF receptors
- Phosphotyrosine: monoclonal PY20, polyclonal, recombinant antibody RC20
- Many other signalling proteins

Don't compromise your research with inferior antibodies!

Affordably priced under $200

Anti-Grb2 Western Blot

Competitor's antibody

Transduction Laboratories' antibody

Science and HUGO Present
THE GENES AND BEYOND
HORIZONS IN MEDICINE, BASIC RESEARCH, AND TECHNOLOGY

OCTOBER 2-5, 1994
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mark your calendar now! For the fifth year, Science magazine and The Human Genome Organisation (HUGO) are pleased to sponsor the most comprehensive update on the genome project. The meeting will span issues in mapping, development, signal transduction, genome analysis, medical ethics, and policy.

The genome project is having a revolutionary effect on medical diagnosis, biotechnology, and investigations in cell and molecular biology.
- What are the newest advances in technology?
- How can the genome project be applied to understanding fundamental cellular processes?
- What are the latest developments in identifying disease genes?
- What are the social and policy issues facing us in the future?

For answers to these questions and a complete update on the genome project, don't miss this meeting! Call (703) 671-1400 or fax (703) 671-7695 today for more information.

WOMEN IN SCIENCE
"Gender and the Culture of Science"

SCIENCE 16 April 1993 Reprint

This 2nd annual cover story explores the many issues vital to female scientists and the companies and universities where they work. Are females unique in their approach to science? Are the issues facing American women global or are the barriers and frustrations different in Europe and Japan? Is there a female model for success in science? These questions and more will be raised in this important cover story.

To order your copy send $2.95 per copy (includes postage) to:

SCIENCE
Attn: Corrine Harris
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

$1.95 per copy on bulk orders of 10 or more copies
$25.00 minimum on Visa and MasterCard orders
19. The percentage of row 4 and row 6 NBs present in \( \text{wgr}^{114} \) homozygous embryos is as follows: NB 4-1, 0% (\( n = 34 \)); NB 4-2, 20% (\( n = 318 \)); NB 4-3, 0% (\( n = 34 \)); NB 4-4, 3% (\( n = 34 \)); NB 6-1, 4% (\( n = 78 \)); NB 6-2, 0% (\( n = 298 \)); and NB 6-4, 0% (\( n = 78 \)). The percentage of row 6 NBs present in \( \text{wgr}^{114} \) homozygous embryos is as follows: NB 6-1, 9% (\( n = 66 \)); NB 6-2, 0% (\( n = 66 \)); and NB 6-4, 1.5% (\( n = 66 \)).
23. Cuticles from homozygous mutant embryos in (E) and (I) were picked by their non-wild-type cuticle phenotype; cuticles from mutant and wild-type embryos from the experiment shown in line 2 of (A) were indistinguishable, and one is represented in (G). Homozygous \( \text{wgr}^{114} \) embryos scored for the eve+ RP2 were identified by the loss of eve+ dorsal mesoderm cells near the amnioserosa.

24. For each experiment shown in Fig. 3A, the staged embryos were divided into three groups: one-third were fixed at time shift began and one-third were fixed at the time shift concluded (to score the NB pattern); the remaining third were fixed at 14 hours of development (to score for the eve+ RP2 neuron and epidermal segmentation).
25. Supported by the NIH, an NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award, and the Searle Scholars Program. We thank N. Patel and R. Holmgren for comments on the manuscript. Antibodies and fly stocks were provided by R. Holmgren, P. Gergen, R. Nusse, A. Bejsovec, and Y. Hiromi.

10 May 1993; accepted 9 July 1993

---

AAAS–Newcomb Cleveland Prize
To Be Awarded for a Report, Research Article, or an Article Published in Science

The AAAS–Newcomb Cleveland Prize is awarded to the author of an outstanding paper published in Science. The value of the prize is $5000; the winner also receives a bronze medal. The current competition period began with the 4 June 1993 issue and ends with the issue of 27 May 1994.

Reports, Research Articles, and Articles that include original research data, theories, or syntheses and are fundamental contributions to basic knowledge or technical achievements of far-reaching consequence are eligible for consideration for the prize. The paper must be a first-time publication of the author's own work. Reference to pertinent earlier work by the author may be included to give perspective.

Throughout the competition period, readers are invited to nominate papers appearing in the Reports, Research Articles, or Articles sections. Nominations must be typed, and the following information provided: the title of the paper, issue in which it was published, author's name, and a brief statement of justification for nomination. Nominations should be submitted to the AAAS–Newcomb Cleveland Prize, AAAS, Room 924, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005, and must be received on or before 30 June 1994. Final selection will rest with a panel of distinguished scientists appointed by the editor of Science.

The award will be presented at the 1995 AAAS annual meeting. In cases of multiple authorship, the prize will be divided equally between or among the authors.
INTRODUCING—CASurveyor

"It's quick, it's easy, it's on your desk!"

The personal science library—NEW CD-ROM from CAS

Now you can use CD-ROM technology to find on-target scientific and technical literature references quickly and easily—right at your desk—ready when you are. Use any personal computer equipped with a CD-ROM disc drive.

Subscribe to any or all of these five active research topic areas:

- Chromatography
- Magnetic Resonance
- Organometallic Chemistry
- Food and Feed Chemistry
- Cancer Chemical Research

Each topic is individually selected by CAS scientists from
- 9000 publications
- scientific patents from all major countries

CASurveyor is produced by CAS, an organization with an 86-year reputation for bringing you accurate and timely scientific information.

Are you familiar with Microsoft Windows or Macintosh—comfortable using a mouse? If so, you're ready to use CASurveyor. If not, the basic skills are easy to learn. You'll quickly discover how to find references by title, author, keyword, CAS Registry Number, chemical name, and molecular formula. Then you'll want to capture part or all of these retrieved items (including the complete CA abstract) for your presentation, report, or future use. CASurveyor is a do-it-yourself reference tool with desk-top convenience!

Priced at only $995, CASurveyor is a truly affordable personal science library. Order and pay by December 31, 1993, and your 1994 subscription will consist of a disc containing retrospective information for 1991, 1992, and 1993, as well as quarterly updates for 1994. NOTE: after December 31, 1993, the 1991 backfile will no longer be available in the CASurveyor series. Order now and receive four years of information for the price of three.

For more information call 800-753-4227 or 614-447-3731; fax 614-447-3751 (Customer Service).

CAS is a division of the American Chemical Society.
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Electroporation.

It's not just what we sell.

It's what we are.

Ever since our founder pioneered systems that made electroporation and electrofusion practical techniques, we have single-mindedly worked to advance the technology.

This is why no other company offers so many types of instruments for manipulating, transfecting and fusing cells. And why you can depend on BTX to provide the widest range of cuvettes, chambers and other accessories.

When researchers need help, they frequently turn to us, even if their equipment was made by someone else.

When researchers need electroporation information, they can turn to our proprietary Electronic Genetics® Database, which has more than 1900 references and more than 165 protocols.

So if you want to stay at the leading edge of electroporation or electrofusion, call us today or circle our reader service number.

11199-A Sorrento Valley Road • San Diego, CA 92121-1334 USA
1-800-289-2465 • (619) 597-6006 • Fax: (619) 597-9594
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From $A = abC$ to

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2$$

From the simple to the sublime, the NEW SLM-AMINCO DB-3500® Double Beam UV-Visible Spectrophotometer will help you solve the equation.

Sometimes all you need is a quick absorbance measurement to read column fractions or check a DNA measurement...our unique LCD Instant Display constantly monitors absorbance or %T, wavelength, and sample temperature and position. Just set the wavelength and the DB-3500 does the rest.

Other times you may need to measure small absorbance differences in highly absorbing samples such as mitochondrial or cell wall suspensions. The simple but efficient optical design provides you with plenty of high-energy throughput. And you can select a bandwidth to provide higher resolution of samples with more detailed spectral structures.

For more complex applications, the DB-3500 has an extra large sample compartment and a full range of accessories including the 6+6 Cell Changer which allows you to control temperature and monitor up to 10 samples per run. Data generated for applications that require special routines or post-acquisition data manipulation may be easily exported to third-party programs or run on a macro program of your own design.

So whether you’re doing quick protein concentrations or lengthy kinetics runs, the DB-3500 offers ease of use, quick scanning, and constant information display plus superb optics, macro programming, and sample handling flexibility.

To get the complete story on the DB-3500, call. Fax. Or write...TODAY.

SLM-AMINCO®
A Milton Roy Company
810 West Anthony Drive
Urbana, Illinois USA
(217) 384-7730 (800) 637-7689
Telex: 206079 FAX: (217) 384-7744
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Half-Day DNA.
And That's Just
The Half Of It.

Synthesizing primers, probes, linkers, or gene fragments? Cut your time — and your reagent use — in half with the Millipore Expedite™ Nucleic Acid Synthesis System.

For instance, a pair of 20-mer PCR primers can be synthesized in about an hour and worked up in about two, so you can start using your new DNA by noon.

How’s that possible? Because no matter how many columns you’re running — 1, 2, 3, or 4 — the total cycle time is under 4 minutes. The Expedite system’s exclusive alternating phase synthesis allows columns to act independently, so each is always synthesizing.

Expedite reagents speed things along further. Oligonucleotides made with Expedite brand chemistry can be deprotected in only 15 minutes at 55°C or 2 hours at room temperature.

But speed is just half the story. The Expedite system’s patented microfluidics plate provides for extremely low internal volume. Reagent delivery to the column is cut by as much as 50% over other systems. So, you get more couplings per chemistry changeout; more DNA synthesized per dollar.

Now you’ve got the whole picture. So how about an Expedite video demo? Just give us a call and we’ll send it to you, expeditiously. 1-800-872-0071.

©1993 Millipore Corporation
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Carbohydrate Analysis

Step 1. Start with your purified glycoprotein or isolated oligosaccharide. Hydrolyze the glycoprotein or oligosaccharide into monosaccharides, or release N-linked oligosaccharides from the glycoprotein. Glycan releasing time is just two hours instead of overnight.

Step 2. Label the mixture of monosaccharides or oligosaccharides with a patented fluorescent tag. Three hours is all you need.

Step 3. Separate the labeled carbohydrates on a high-resolution polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis lasts just 60-120 minutes. You can run up to 32 samples at the same time—for high productivity and accurate, side-by-side comparisons. Setup is a snap. No fluid connections or messy wires. It's a gel rig anyone can run.

© 1993 Millipore Corporation
FACE is a registered trademark of Olyko, Inc.
Image-Pro Plus for Windows™

"Image-Pro is an excellent product, and is essential for many of my biological projects. Image-Pro is user-friendly and versatile."

- Dr. Robert Zucker, Mantech Environmental Technology, Inc.

If you work with images, you need a fast, easy to use, accurate and dependable method of extracting information.

You need Image-Pro Plus for Windows.

Count on Image-Pro Plus for powerful gray scale and color image management, enhancement, data extraction and analysis functions—and now it's available as a powerful easy-to-use Windows application.

Features and Device Support:
- Automatic and manual counting and measurements
- Extensive array of filters
- Contrast, brightness, and field adjustment
- Arithmetic operations
- Fast Fourier transforms
- Color Channel processing
- Gallery, a visual image manager
- 1, 8 and 12 bit gray scale images, 32 bit floating point
- Scanners including TWAIN
- Densitometry, intensity and spatial absolute calibration

Call today to learn more about Image-Pro Plus for Windows, image analysis software you can count on—and more. Phone 800/992-4256.

©1993 Media Cybernetics. Image-Pro and the Media Cybernetics logo are registered trademarks of Media Cybernetics. Other product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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For The Do-It-Yourselfer.

Picture-perfect carbohydrate analysis—in five easy steps. That's Millipore's Glycoscan™ system. It's based on mini-gel electrophoresis and FACE™ chemistry, so procedures and data interpretation are conveniently familiar. Already have an electrophoresis setup? Get a quick idea of Glycoscan advantages with our startup kit which includes all chemistries, 5 gels, 5 buffers, and a free gel box. For the kit or details on the complete Glycoscan system, call 1-800-225-1380 in the U.S. In Europe, call (33) 1.30.12.70.00. And in Japan, call (81) (3) 3471-8191.
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NEW SELECTIVE

PROTEIN KINASE INHIBITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ca²⁺/Calmodulin-dependent Protein Kinase II Inhibitor</th>
<th>A Kinase Inhibitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control KN-85</td>
<td>H-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120036</td>
<td>120035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Casein Kinase I Inhibitor

Catalog # 120037 5 mg

For research use only. Not for drug or other use.

SEIKAGAKU AMERICA, INC.
30 West Duke Drive, Suite 200
Rockville, Maryland 20850-1151, U.S.A.
Telephone: 1-301-424-6961, 1-800-331-6661
Facsimile: 1-301-424-4991

SEMAGAKU CORPORATION
1-5, Minisato, Ichikawa, Chiba, Japan
Tokyo 101, Japan
Telephone: 81-3-3245-1951
Facsimile: 81-3-3245-3335

*SEIKAGAKU means “biochemistry”
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MSDOS Contact
For the motorized records up to 5 TV ports plus photo-documentation; all utilize Zeiss optics for exceptional fluorescent images.

LASERS: Choice of one to four lasers for a wide variety of fluorescent dyes; some lasers can offer multiple excitation lines; each laser light path has its own optical attention and line selection system.

DETECTORS: Choice of one to three confocal fluorescence channel detectors; plus the option of a transmitted light detector; each confocal detector has its own electronically controlled variable size pinhole; all detectors can be equipped with either manual or motorized dichroic mirrors and emission filter systems; images can be acquired at close to real time scan rates; up to three channels can be recorded simultaneously.

COMPUTER: Choice of image processors, I/O devices; video documentation, and upgradable RAM; based on a 486 PC running under MS DOS 5.0 with Windows 3.1; 24 bit RGB image display with up to 1024 x 1024 pixel resolution; sophisticated 3D reconstruction and ratio imaging software are available.

The new Carl Zeiss LSM 410 Inverted Laser Scan Microscope offers an unparalleled choice of configurations and capabilities.
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MEVALONOLACTONES

3
50% OFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT #</th>
<th>PRODUCT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>AMSM</th>
<th>DPNT</th>
<th>ARC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-105</td>
<td>Dimethylallyl-PP, “cold”</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>$---</td>
<td>$---</td>
<td>$109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-362</td>
<td>Dimethylallyl-PP, [1-3H]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-620</td>
<td>Farnesyl-PP, [1,2-14C]</td>
<td>5 µCi</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-101</td>
<td>Farnesyl-PP, &quot;cold&quot;</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-324</td>
<td>Farnesyl-PP, [1-3H]</td>
<td>250 µCi</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-102</td>
<td>Geranylgeranyl-PP, &quot;cold&quot;</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-348</td>
<td>Geranylgeranyl-PP, [1-3H]</td>
<td>250 µCi</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-541</td>
<td>Isopentenyl-PP, [1-14C]</td>
<td>90 µCi</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-104</td>
<td>Isopentenyl-PP, &quot;cold&quot;</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-377</td>
<td>Isopentenyl-PP, [1-3H]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-427</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3H]</td>
<td>1 µCi</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-702</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3P, [2-14C]</td>
<td>10 µCi</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-113</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3P, &quot;cold&quot;</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-406</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3P, [2-14C]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-522</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3P, &quot;cold&quot;</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-334</td>
<td>Mevalonic acid, [5-3H]</td>
<td>1 µCi</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-438</td>
<td>Mevalonolactone, [5-3H]</td>
<td>1 µCi</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-452</td>
<td>Mevalonolactone, [5-3H]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-315</td>
<td>Mevalonolactone, [5-3H]</td>
<td>5 µCi</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCD-111</td>
<td>Squalene, [1-14C]</td>
<td>100 µg</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-404</td>
<td>Squalene, [1-3H]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC-540</td>
<td>Squalene, [1-3H]</td>
<td>1 µCi</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART-355</td>
<td>Squalene, [1-3H]</td>
<td>50 µCi</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Amersham (AMSM) & DuPont’s (DPNT) 1993 List Prices

Complete Satisfaction or 100% Money Back Guarantee

AMERICAN RADIOLABELLED CHEMICALS, INC.
11624 Bowling Green Drive, St. Louis, MO 63146
Phone: 1-314-991-4545 FAX: 1-314-991-4692
Toll Free (US & Canada): 1-800-331-6661
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In today's environment of shrinking budgets and lab space, the new J2-HC centrifuge is an ideal fit. It generates up to 18,000 rpm and 47,900 \( \times \) g for high-speed separations, but it also has a full three-liter capacity for large-volume and multiple-sample processing. Plus, the J2-HC can even perform the functions of a refrigerated microcentrifuge and a microplate centrifuge. This versatile instrument, currently unlike any other instrument on the market, performs like four centrifuges, in one.

**FOUR CENTRIFUGES IN ONE**

**HIGH SPEED:** The new J2-HC accommodates Beckman's complete line of high-speed rotors including the new unique JA-12 fixed angle, which runs 12 common 50 mL conical tubes without adapters.

**HIGH CAPACITY:** The new JS-4.3 swinging bucket rotor adds a new dimension to floor model capabilities. Run a range of labware, from 1.5 mL tubes to 750 mL bottles, with incredible versatility...you can choose to run 148 3 or 5 mL tubes, or three liters.

**MICROCENTRIFUGE:** The J2-HC is ideal for efficient processing of plasmid mini-preps. With the JA-18.1 rotor, it can spin 1.5 mL tubes at 33,260 \( \times \) g.

**MICROPLATE:** From cytotoxicity studies to cloning, the J2-HC can handle your microplate applications, accommodating up to 12 microplates or four Deep-Well plates per run.

**YOUR MOST EFFICIENT CHOICE**

The J2-HC produces less heat and noise, while consuming less energy, than any other manufacturer's floor model centrifuge due to its unique Friction Reduction System (FRS), which is built into all Beckman J2 Series centrifuges.

Dr. R. Rott, from the Institute of Virology at the University of Giessen, Germany, comments on the benefits of FRS: "Beckman's FRS...considerably decreases energy requirements, positively affecting ambient temperature and supporting a concern for all of us, efficient use of energy."

The high-speed, high-capacity J2-HC centrifuge is one more example of how The Beckman Plus adds speed, efficiency, and versatility to your research applications. For more information about applications of high-speed centrifugation or about the J2-HC, contact one of our local sales and service offices worldwide.
Have we got an offer for you!
Custom made peptides from $150*

With the quality assurance of Mass Spec.

You can have dozens of custom designed peptides for the price you have probably been paying for 1 or 2. It has to be the most cost-effective way to buy peptides yet devised.

You pay only for what you need!

But what about the quality, I hear you ask.

That's where dealing with Chiron Mimotopes really gets interesting. Because the identity of your peptide is verified by Mass Spectral analysis.

Contact Chiron Mimotopes U.S. today and see for yourself how well we measure up.

ORDER TOLL FREE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Coast</th>
<th>East Coast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800-733-7025</td>
<td>800-633-8161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast:</td>
<td>East Coast:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4560 Horton Street,</td>
<td>172 Mine Lake Ct,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emeryville, CA 94608</td>
<td>Suite 100,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(800) 733-7025</td>
<td>Raleigh, NC 27615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or (510) 601-3316.</td>
<td>Tel: (800) 633-8161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax: (510) 601-3300.</td>
<td>or (919) 848-4323.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Project CM0615.6.93 (USA)

*1 mg 8 mer ≥ 70% purity
If you don't like the numbers you get from a phosphor plate imager,

just rerun the sample.

Which of their numbers should you believe? Run 1? Run 2? Run 3? None of the above? If reproducible data is important to you, an AMBIS Quantitative Imaging System is what you need.

Our imager directly measures radioactivity in counts per minute (cpm). So the results are statistically valid and can be compared easily between experiments and from lab to lab.

Phosphor plate imaging uses an indirect approach, much like x-ray film, so it provides arbitrary and highly variable units. To prove it, run the same sample a few times and watch the numbers change! Think what that could do to your research reports.

So if you want your results to count, use the only imaging system that counts. AMBIS Direct Imaging.

Our automated sample changer and easy-to-use software make AMBIS the productivity choice as well.

Don't settle for data that won't hold still. Call AMBIS today, at 1-800-882-6247.
Universal detection capability is one reason why Digene's SHARP Signal™ System hits the mark with so many labs. Because the same protocol can detect a variety of targets, it's cost-effective. It uses no radioactive isotopes, so there are no disposal costs to consider. It's so sensitive, it can detect positive PCR specimens that start with as few as 10 input molecules. Assay results are available in just a few hours. And, it won't detect PCR artifacts such as primer dimers – only the target of interest is detected. Best of all, it's a standardized strip-well microplate format that gives both qualitative and quantitative colorimetric results. All considered, Digene's SHARP Signal System is one PCR detection assay that's right on target.

To order your kit or for more information, call 1-800-DIGENE-1. International inquiries, call 301-470-6500 or fax 301-680-0696.
NEW!

- Non-isotopic Protein Kinase Assay Kit

For measuring activities of protein kinase C and cAMP-dependent protein kinase in crude cell extracts, column fractions, and purified enzyme samples. The assays are based on a colorimetric ELISA format that utilizes a monoclonal antibody and are very specific and sensitive.

- D609, Phospholipase C Inhibitor

A xanthate compound, D609 is a highly specific phosphatidylcholine-specific phospholipase C inhibitor. D609 also prevents the activation of protein kinase C and has anti-viral and anti-tumor properties.

For Research Use Only

KAMIYA BIOMEDICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 6067, Thousand Oaks, CA 91359
TEL: (818) 706-8564  FAX: (818) 706-8763
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Accurate

Time is of the essence in DNA sequencing. But time is a distant second to accuracy. That's why we read both DNA strands an average of 2.5 times. Just to be sure. Our clients tell us our work is as good as their own... better than our competition. Surprisingly quick and guaranteed.

For more information, please call
1-800-288-3720 or
FAX: 713-464-7492

Lark
SEQUENCING
TECHNOLOGIES,
INC.
9545 Katy Freeway, Suite 200
Houston, TX 77024-9870

In Japan & Far East: Takara Shuzo Co., Ltd.
Tel: 0773-43-7231, Fax: 0773-43-9254
In Europe: MedProbe
Tel: +47-22-200157, Fax: +47-22-200189
Lark is in compliance with Good Laboratory Practices (GLP's) as published in 21 CFR Pt.58 (FDA).
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Pre-cast gels with better performance...

Using pre-cast SDS-PAGE gels to save time isn't really a bargain if you trade performance for convenience. But you can have both with Millipore pre-cast mini gels. Our Tris-tricine chemistry produces better protein fractionation of all molecular weights, especially low MW proteins.¹

And, to make sure you get the best results, we include the Tris-tricine running buffer and sample buffer concentrate with every pack of pre-cast gels.

...and longer shelf life.

Because of our expertise in casting, we have a proprietary manufacturing process that overcomes the inherent instability in pre-cast gels. Our tricine chemistry's shelf life far exceeds the usual 90 days associated with conventional Laemmli chemistry.

Let us prove it to you for free!

Try a free two-pack of the pre-cast gel of your choice:
Gradient: 4-20% or 10-20%
Homogeneous: 7.5%, 10%, 12%, 16%, or 20%
Includes running and sample buffers. Other configurations are available upon request. But call soon.

This offer expires December 31, 1993. Call 1-800-MILLIPORE or our fax on demand information retrieval system at 1-800-MILLIFX and request #1700.

¹ Anal. Biochem. 179: 37-49
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Selected cell being drawn into Quixell's glass micropipette. All other cells remain undisturbed.

1994 McKnight Neuroscience Scholars Awards

The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience is soliciting applications in preparation for awarding McKnight Scholars Awards, which commence July 1, 1994.

The McKnight Scholars Awards were initiated in 1976 to stimulate research in neuroscience especially as it pertains to memory and, ultimately, to a clearer understanding of diseases affecting memory. Over the years this mandate has been interpreted broadly to permit support of work in many relevant areas of neuroscience. The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience administers its awards through a Board of Directors comprised of eminent scientists and representatives from the Board of Directors of The McKnight Foundation which is the source of the Endowment Fund.

Up to six 1994 McKnight Scholars will be selected from applicants who hold the M.D. and/or Ph.D. degree and have completed formal postdoctoral training. Candidates should have demonstrated meritorious research in areas pertinent to the interests of The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience and should be in the early stages of establishing their own independent laboratory and research career. Candidates must be citizens or lawful permanent residents of the United States. Award payments will be made directly to a sponsoring institution which must be located within the U.S.

Each McKnight Scholars Award provides $40,000 annually in 1994, 1995 and 1996. Funds may be used in any way that will facilitate development of the Scholar's research program. Funds may not be used for indirect costs.

Applications will be evaluated by a review committee which will recommend to the Board of Directors of the Endowment Fund candidates for appointment. Award announcements will be made on or before May 15, 1994.

Potential applicants should write or call the office of The McKnight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience to request application forms and guidelines. Completed applications must be postmarked no later than January 2, 1994.

THE McKNIGHT ENDOWMENT FUND FOR NEUROSCIENCE
600 TCFC Tower, 121 South Eighth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Telephone: 612-333-4220

Monoclonal Antibodies to Human Leukocyte Cell Surface Molecules

Ancell
For Antigen Presentation Research
800-374-9523
Fax: 612-439-1940 Phone: 612-439-0835
Ancell Corporation P.O. Box 87 Bayport Minnesota 55003-0087
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With the BIOCOAT MATRIGEL Invasion Chamber you get the most convenient, reproducible and discriminating system for the study of cell invasion *in vitro*.

*In vitro*, movement through basement membrane, is an integral step in the invasion process. MATRIGEL Matrix serves as an *in vitro* model of basement membrane which provides true barrier function to non-invasive cells.

The BIOCOAT MATRIGEL Invasion Chamber consists of an 8.0 micron pore size membrane cell culture insert overlayed with a consistently uniform layer of MATRIGEL Basement. Membrane Matrix.

For further information on modeling invasion *in vitro*, call or write today.

(Left) Scanning electron micrograph of two human fibrosarcoma cells (HT-1080 cells), having digested the MATRIGEL Matrix occluding the membrane pore, migrating through an 8 micron pore in the chamber membrane.

(Inset) Micrograph of cell with numerous processes on the underside of the filter following its invasion of the matrix.

**BIOCOAT® CELL ENVIRONMENTS**

Collaborative Biomedical Products
**Becton Dickinson Labware**
Two Oak Park, Bedford, MA 01730
800 343-2035 • (Fax) 617-275-0043
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The simultaneous isolation of RNA, DNA and proteins from the same sample by TRI REAGENT™ is the newest version of the single-step liquid-phase separation method (P. Chomczynski, Biotechniques, Vol. 15 No. 3 1993). This highly reliable method performs well with small and large quantities of tissues or cultured cells, and allows simultaneous processing of a large number of samples of human, animal, plant, yeast, bacterial and viral origin.

For the simultaneous isolation of RNA, DNA and proteins from liquid samples such as whole blood, serum and CSF we offer TRI REAGENT™ LS.

- **Total RNA** is isolated in 1 hour and is ready for Northern (See Figure) and dot blotting, RT-PCR (Hoffmann LaRoche Corp. patent), RNase protection assay and molecular cloning. 1 ml of the reagent isolates 50-200 μg of total RNA.
- **Poly A+ RNA** is isolated in 1.5 hours by application of the aqueous phase containing total RNA on the oligo dT-cellulose column.
- **High molecular weight DNA** is isolated in 3 hours and is ready for restriction analysis, Southern (See Figure) and dot blotting, PCR and molecular cloning.
- **Proteins** are isolated in 3 hours and are ready for Western blotting (See Figure).

Introductory discount of 20% for first time orders (U.S. only): 50ml TRI REAGENT™ (cat. no. TR-118-IS), 50 ml TRI REAGENT™ LS (cat. no. TS-120-IS), 5 reusable oligo dT-cellulose columns (cat. no. OT-125). We guarantee that TRI REAGENT™ will outperform RNA, poly A+ RNA, and DNA isolation methods currently used in your laboratory. For more information or to place an order call 1-800-462-9868, 513-841-0900, or contact us by Fax 513-841-0880.

**Northern blot of rat growth hormone (rGH) mRNA (1 kb)**

**Southern blot of EcoR1 rGH gene fragment (11.4 kb)**

**Western blot of rGH (22 kD)**

---

**Give us 30 seconds and we’ll fit your curves.**

Automatically curve-fit 3,320 linear and non-linear equations to your data in one step.

Save hours over your current curve fitting methods with the new TableCurve™ Windows™!

TableCurve fits and ranks 3,320 linear and non-linear equations to your X,Y dataset in one highly automated processing step! Step through ranked equations, view residuals, statistics and graphs - and output data and graphs easily in a variety of formats!

Select Your Preferences. With the Windows user interface, you customize controls and colors, open multiple screens and "drag & drop" files. On your PC, powerful linear and non-linear curve fitting is easy and intuitive.

Automate Your Curve Fitting. 3,320 linear and non-linear built-in equations (includes polynomial, rational, peak, transition, waveform and many others) allow you "equation discovery" options! Select only equation groupings of interest or let TableCurve fit all equations to your data!

Define Your Own Equations. Fit and rank your own equations along with the extensive list of built-in equations.

Choose Your Criteria. Choose among 3 curve fitting algorithms, 4 ranking criteria, and 4 smoothing functions to suit your application!

Spend Less Time.

View Curve-Fits - Automatically! Step through ranked equations, viewing graphs, residuals, statistics, confidence limits, and more.

Import/Export Data Easily. ASCII, Excel®, Quattro®, Pro, Lotus®, and other formats, all supported. Customize selected graphs and output to a variety of devices, directly to SigmaPlot® and more!

TableCurve is backed by a 90-day money-back guarantee and excellent technical support. For more information on TableCurve and our other scientific software call: 1-800-874-1888 (inside U.S.) or 415-453-6700, or contact us at address below.

*DOS version also available.*

**From the makers of SigmaPlot®.**

In Europe contact: Schleipenbuchstrasse 25, 4006 Erkkrich, Germany
PH 0210/36989
FAX 0210/33110
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Their successful quest has helped lift the cloud of depression for millions.

Three scientists who spearheaded the search by Eli Lilly and Company for a safe and effective antidepressant drug that ultimately led to the discovery of Prozac®, have been selected to receive the 1993 Discoverers Award. The annual award honors the outstanding contributions of scientists from America's pharmaceutical research companies.

Each year, more than 12 million Americans are clinically depressed, often undergoing overwhelming feelings of melancholy, hopelessness and despair. For up to 15% of its victims, clinical depression causes them to take their own lives.

Medical researchers have long suspected depression to be caused, in part, by an imbalance of natural brain chemicals called neurotransmitters. Although there are antidepressant drugs that have effectively treated depression since the 1950's, they block the function of certain other transmitters, causing many undesirable, sometimes dangerous, side effects.

Finding an effective antidepressant drug with improved safety and without unwanted side effects became a mission at Eli Lilly and Company. The search by Drs. Molloy, Wong and Fuller led to the discovery of fluoxetine (Prozac®), a drug that selectively enhances the function of one neurotransmitter, serotonin, without blocking the others.

It was the first of a revolutionary new class of antidepressants that has helped millions of people throughout the world, and in 1990 was featured on the cover of Newsweek as a "breakthrough drug for depression." Today, Prozac® is the world's largest selling antidepressant, having been used by over 10 million people.

While these men are being recognized in a special way, their contributions are representative of the efforts of thousands of scientists who continue the search for new medicines that can bring us longer, better lives.
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